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HOMECOMING Two Weeks Away

All-School Election To Pick 'HC' Queen

The Queen of the "Homecoming 1967" will be selected by an all-school election on Wednesday and Thursday, November 29 and 30. Crowning of the Queen and the presentation of her court will take place during the halftime of Friday's game.

For this first Homecoming in four years, there are presently seven Tech girls competing for the title of Homecoming Queen. The seven Queen candidates are: Pam Asgaard, Tob Burr, Celia Harris, Elaine Rendol, Linda Southard, Carolyn Taylor and Tanka Taba.

Pam Asgaard is a freshman ID. She will be escorted at Homecoming by Mick Wyseh, and is sponsored by the Farr Hall residents. Pam is from Michigan Shores, Michigan.

Ganna Mu's candidate for 'HC' is Tob Burr. Tob is a junior, majoring in microbiology. She is also a member of the AFROTC auxiliary of Angel Flight.

Representing the other IIT sorority, Kappa Delta, is Trevicia Harris. Being a Kappa pledge, Celia is a member of the Fresh Board, and a correspondent for Technology News.

Celia, who is being escorted by Jerry Scarpone, is also a member of the social committee of the Inter-Cultural Center.

Phi Kappa Sigma is sponsoring "integral" Editor-in-chief, Elaine Rendol. Elaine is a junior ID from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She is a member of Kappa Phi Delta sorority, a former co-chairman of the Toy-Shoppe Mixer, and previously an IF Ball Queen Candidate.

Elaine will be escorted by Bill Parizh, Associate Editor of the "Integral."

Another freshman candidate for Homecoming is Linda Southard, sponsored by the North Wing Resident Association. Linda, who is from Des Moines, Iowa, is studying accounting and PS, hopes to become an electrical engineer.

The portable gym floor has been put into place, the basketball team is practicing, contracts have been signed for entertainment, and posters have been distributed, and tickets are sold out.

Tickets for the "HC" can be obtained at the Hub News stand, in the various rooms of the dorms, and in all of the faculty offices.

In addition, Tuesday will be the last day in which students can take advantage of the opportunity to put half of the cost of two weekend tickets down as a deposit before Paradise. Homecoming will be going on in the east end of the Commons.

Homecoming will begin on Friday, December 1, with a pep rally starting at 6:30 pm. The pep rally will be followed by the freshman class, and will feature talks by Athletic Director Weismann, Coach Glancy, and basketball captains Eric Wilson and Rick Klein. It will be held at the park.

ELECTIONS

All-school election for ITSA President, Secretary, Asst. Social Chairman, Asst. Treasurer, Engineering Representatives, Liberal Arts Representative, A.R.C. HD Representative, Freshman Class Officers, and Commuter Representative will be held Dec. 13 and 14.

Petitions for candidacy of these offices will be available in the dean's office beginning Monday, Nov. 20. Completed petitions must be turned into the dean's office by Monday, Dec. 4.

The election will be held on the knoll, east of Keating Hall. The first athletic contest in the new gym, IIT vs. Roosevelt, will follow the pep rally at 7:00 pm. The 1967 Homecoming Queen will be crowned at half-time. The queen is being chosen at an all-school election to be held on November 29 and 30. Immediately following the game she will be the Homecoming Dance which will start as a date affair, and will feature the slow music of the Glenn Miller Orchestra in the ballroom and the contemporary music of the new Colony Six and the California Spectrum in the cafeteria.

Individual tickets for the dance cost $2.50. On Saturday the outside activities done by the individual organizations will be judged. Judging will be done by the Homecoming Queen and her court. The trophies for first prize will be given prior to the concert that night.

At 3:30 pm the Techawks will take on DePaul in their second contest of the season.

The annual Homecoming sports dinner will be held at 5:30 pm and will see the awarding of the first annual Schenell Awards. This award is given to the outstanding student of the Techhawks. This award will be presented by the 1967 Homecoming Queen on November 17, 1967. The awards will be given at 5:30 pm in the University Gym. The Techhawks will perform on the new Keating Hall bleachers. Individual concert tickets cost $1.75.

Persons purchasing tickets for the entire weekend will receive a $1.50 savings. The cost of this package ticket will be $2.50 (Continued on page 8)

1967 Homecoming Events To Include Concert With Simon and Garfunkel

As a major part of Homecoming 1967, Union Board will present Simon and Garfunkel in the third concert of the 1967-68 Artist Series.

The event will be staged in Arthur Keating Hall, the new gymnasium on Saturday, Dec. 2 at 8:30 pm.

Tickets for the event may be purchased in several ways. They may be had for 50 cents per person if purchased by 2 p.m. on Friday, November 24. A $2.50 ticket for the concert and the Friday evening dance may be purchased for $10 per five people.

The individual ticket and the combination ticket are both available at the Hub Newsstand, in each fraternity house, or from any Inter-Dorm Council representative.

Simon and Garfunkel are members of the New York folk music group, "The Rock Generation." Their music has been described as "vocal harmony, folk music, rock and roll." The group is composed of Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel.

Paul Simon brings to the stage his ability to be expressive in music and lyrics, while Art Garfunkel concentrates himself in vocal arrangements and techniques. Their songs are filled with the melodies of traditional folk with rock overtones, and at their center are preoccupations with loneliness, solitude, existence, the pain of time passing and lack of communication.

Simon and Garfunkel will be here for December 2 concert.
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Student Grievances Show Lack Of Administrative Cooperation

Last week, as a result of an interview with the president of the Graduate Dorm Council, Technology News revealed a list of aggravations which are the result of poor student-administration cooperation.

These complaints are not solely for the benefit of graduate students, but any echoes of sentiment affecting the entire student body.

The aggravations are the result of increasing day by day, even though it is not functionally tho- usand in its responsibilities.

Further, if this negligence cannot be self-corrected, then it is not possibly for those students to seek for rectification through the processes. This situation, however, would IITSA with the IITSA bureaucracy.

Technology News, as one of these students, can do no more than pinpoint areas worthy of correction, and attempt to alert the student body of these areas.

One of the most common complaints is the lack of student support, and the need for a more effective and efficient service is the primary concern.

Students are demanding for better conditions and for the return of the good times.

It appears that quite a few people on campus want to keep it on the “down low.” However, the Technical Association of IIT is determined to protect the Homecoming spirit and to help the Homecoming committee.

If there is a real Homecoming to occur at IIT, a small detail like a “Homecoming appearance” is necessary. These details are a part of a Homecoming spirit.

These details are a part of a Homecoming spirit, “Homecoming” and not just another social event.

Even if the Homecoming is small, it should be the case with some of our fellow students. It can still take an active part in the “IIT” spirit by getting together with other organizations and teams.

With a “team-spirit” and a “Homecoming spirit” started now, Tech can come alive on December 1 and 2 for everyone.

Decorations To Help Promote HC-67 Spirit

Homecoming is a reality! The fact that ticket sales are progressing well and the entrance of seven Homecoming Queen Candidates is a sign of this reality. They are also signs of “activity” on the Tech campus. The growing “activity” is reflected further in the fact that Organizing Committee is working on the student halls, sororities, fraternities and the ITSA affiliates of Technology News and Union Board.

It appears that quite a few people on campus want to keep it on the “down low.” However, this is the typical Tech “hush-hush” could everyone is taking part.

This problem can be seen in the fact that few organizations have come forth to help decorate the academic buildings and to help the Homecoming committee.

Four week-army has been taking place. The pictures which were taken over the past four week have been very effective. The students seem to be enjoying the Homecoming spirit.

Students are demanding for better conditions and for the return of the good times.

These details are a part of a Homecoming spirit, “Homecoming” and not just another social event.

Even if the Homecoming is small, it should be the case with some of our fellow students. It can still take an active part in the “IIT” spirit by getting together with other organizations and teams.

With a “team-spirit” and a “Homecoming spirit” started now, Tech can come alive on December 1 and 2 for everyone.

Announcements

Investment Club
The Investment Club will hold its bi-weekly meetings today in 178 LS. The group will be discussing potential stock purchases.

Technology Socks
The girls of Gamma Mu Sorority will be selling “Technology Socks” in conjunction with Homecoming, and the return of Techhawk—1967.

Athletic Director Sonny Weissman has urged all students to purchase the socks, as we are promised an answer to the burning question, “When Techhawk change his socks for Homecoming?”

Scholarship Deadline
Applications for financial aid (scholarship, loan, or work) must be submitted to the dean’s office on or before December 15, 1967, to be considered for the spring semester of this academic year.

IEEE Tour
The student branch of IEEE is sponsoring a tour which is open to any student at IIT, of Argonne National Laboratories, Argonne, Illinois, on Saturday, Dec. 2, from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

IEEE Lecture
The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers will hold an open meeting next Tuesday, Nov. 21, from 1 to 2 p.m., rooms 301-302 HUB.

Mr. B. Eastmon and Mr. J. Pendleton of the Motorola Corporation will speak on some of their company’s advanced areas of research and development, and also specifically on a character generator project.

Student Forum
The Chicago Junior Chamber of Commerce in cooperation with the IEEE International Club will present a student forum next Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the basement of the union building.

Students are invited to join in on the discussion of the topic “The Foreign Student and His Image.”

EIC Commends ITSA Board For Rebuilding, New Advances

An editorial in last week’s Technology News criticized the ITSA Board of Control for failing to seek out the students.

Although true to an extent, the nature of the editorial provoked the ire of a number of board members.

The concern of the board members is understandable, as unfortunately the comments in the editorial were too critical. The board members, however, expressed their distinct views on the editorial.
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Letters to the Editor

November 17, 1967

Reader RVP: Cook Draws Comment

Dear EIC:

The November 10 issue carried articles charging administrative bungling and lack of organization and planning in the construction of the new gymnasium. The tone of these articles was particularly critical of Mr. Spurle, who was singled out as the individual to blame. This has been done by some, but certainly not by all. Mr. Spurle and his staff have worked diligently, and in most cases successfully, to ensure that the new gymnasium meets the needs of the students. The construction process has involved a complex web of relationships, and it is important to recognize the efforts of all those involved. The gymnasium will be a valuable asset to the school and its students. EIC

Dear EIC:

In the edition of November 10, 1967, Technology News carried an announcement which listed the American Association of University Professors as one of the sponsors of the forthcoming lecture by Dr. Manhattan, Lynd. Since then a circular has been issued in which the same sponsorship was declared.

The decision to include the AAUP among the sponsors of this lecture was made unilaterally by its secretary and thus can have no validity. It is not understood that the AAUP has made no decision to sponsor the lecture and therefore is not to be included among its sponsors, no matter what may be printed elsewhere.

The above statements are not to be construed as implying that the IIT chapter of AAUP has any further position with respect to this lecture, for it has none.

Barry Bernstein
Professor of Mathematics
IIT Chapter, AAUP

Dear EIC:

As an AI, I don't have personal experiences, but I can provide you with information. The AAUP chapter at IIT has not made any decision to sponsor the lecture. The decision to include the AAUP among the sponsors was made by an individual, and it has no validity.

Barry Bernstein
Professor of Mathematics
IIT Chapter, AAUP

Student Action Shown By Homecoming — Ver

In exactly two weeks from today IIT will have its first Homecoming since 1963. And from all indications it’s shaping up to be the best event ever seen on this campus. With the enthusiasm I’ve seen on campus for Homecoming I don’t see how it can miss.

For the first time in my years at IIT, I’ve seen students really working about something and more than willing to support it. We’ve got problems, with the gym even since it’s conception and more than once that scenario the stands of doom has hovered over Homecoming because of these problems. But the students have not given up. They’re coming back fighting and with an attitude of, “No matter what the hell happens we’re going to have a Homecoming, and it’s going to be a great one.”

And after all these years of planning, preparing it, fighting there is going to be a Homecoming. As a result of all this not only are we having a great event but the students have begun to work together for something and the realization has begun to set in that we have some power if we voice our views united.

This is the greatest outcome from Homecoming. It’s provided a jumping off point for student action. So voice your vote for Student Power and attend Homecoming 1967.

Psychodelic Mixer Tonight

Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity is presenting a mixer tonight in the HUB at 8 p.m. Donations are $1 at the door.

Entitled “We Gotta Get Outta This Place,” the mixer will have a complete psychodelic go-go motif. There will be six go-go girls, professional, in cages, gyrating to flashing lights regulated by audio pickup.

The band providing the music is the “General Assembly.” The five-member combo consists of guitar, sax, drums, bass fiddle, and trumpet.

APO has contacted 32 schools in the area, advertising the mixer. Response from these girls’ schools has been quite favorable. APO expects the turnout to be as promising as the response.

A different musical program will be presented by the band, a mixture of fast and slow pieces will be played for three-quarters of the mixer. The last segment will be devoted entirely to slow numbers.

Funds from the mixer will be used to further APO projects at IIT.
I won't go into business when I graduate because:

☐ a. I'd lose my individuality.
☐ b. It's graduate school for me.
☐ c. My mother wants me to be a doctor.

Can't argue with c), but before you check a) or b) — pencils up! There have been some changes. Drastric changes in the business scene. But changes in the very propel attitude regarding business — especially on campus — just haven't kept pace.

Take the belabored point that business turns you into a robot. The men who run most of the nation's successful firms didn't arrive by nepotism, by trusting an Oujia board, or by agreeing with their bosses. Along the way, a well-modulated "No" was said. And backed up with the savvy and gum today's business demands.

In short, individuality is highly prized in much of the business world — the successful much. Even when the business is big. Like Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System. We provide telecommunications equipment for our Bell System teammates, the Bell telephone companies. This takes a lot of thought, decision, strong stands for our convictions, (and sometimes some mistakes). We human 160,000 of us.

Individuality pays off. Not only in raws, but in personal reward as well. Like an engineer who knew deep down that there was a better way to make a certain wire connector — and did. Or a WE gal who streamlined time-consuming office procedures, and saved to some $63,000 a year.

Rewards and accolades. For saying "No." For thinking creatively and individually. For doing.

Not every hour is Fun Hour, but if you've got imagination and individuality — you've got it made. With a business like Western Electric. We'll even help you answer b) with our Tuition Refund program. Come on in and go for President!

The last time that the tuition was raised, it was regulated that the tuition would remain at this level until the 1968-69 academic year. Assuming that the tuition does go up from recent history, this is a fairly safe assumption, who is going to bear the brunt of the increase?

To answer this question, take a look at the evening school catalog and add up the tuition for the courses that you are taking. Don't expect it to come anywhere near the $800 that day students pay. The freshman classes taken at night would cost $524 or $624 if EUs were included. My courses (Math 5) add up to $600. A random sampling of about 100 courses shows widely varying amounts in the catalog to a range from $528 to $638. I doubt anybody has a schedule which would add to $800 in cost.

There are, of course, many courses which are not offered at night. The fact remains, however, that these night students are getting a bargain compared to the day students. I believe that instead of raising the prices more for day students, the tuition for evening students should be raised until it is on the same scale as that of the day students. This would also spread such an increase to more people. Evening students are more able to afford a small increase — most work full time and many are reimbursed by their companies. Day students are far less able to meet a tuition increase.

Ken Zaremski
Rake of Ramblin

by Greg Cook

There was a party which had the poor fortune to get itself raised, and thereby hangs a tale. Certainly it has been unpleasant, but when one is caught with one's pants down, one must accept the sufferings of embarrassment should one's drawers be found to have been disturbed. Going on to some general considerations of the S.D.S. and other groups given to being noisy as well as noisome over various causes, one wonders: what man of sagacity and wisdom is this, to play at being grownup by parading vociferous concern over vital issues without bothering to present either sensible alternatives or viable planning? Adding to the while being appallingly inert in organization, misdirected in objective and clumsy in execution.

Now I don't know Ho Chi Minh — I might admire him, and then again I might conclude that he's a fanatic who ought to be shot (and I entertain a lurking suspicion that the latter alternative would probably obtain). I also suspect that there are an alarming number of cliqch-brained cl WBheads presently instructing Washington who wouldn't recognize a diplomatic opportunity if it marched up and beat them across the chores.

However, these are only my opinions as to the issues. I am not against the war because my heart bleeds for the Viennese or because I think that Uncle Ho is 'right' whatever that is; I am against it because I'm convinced that it's stupid and wasteful. (See The Brain Lamba, Esquire, Dec. '67, $1.00). I am not against the draft because I think there's something evil about it; I am against it because I'm convinced that it's too stupid and wasteful. (See Common Sense, Milton Friedman, J.I.T. Bookstore, $1.50). And I am very much against our leadership not only because they are bad men or thieves (which some of them may be, but the country can afford a few thieves), but because they seem incapable of discovering or reluctant to implement sensible alternatives to the idiocies they persist in inflicting upon the nation. And for much the same reasons I am upset by the pseudo-liberal nonsense that's being perpetrated on many of our campuses by what appear to be an unruly lot of squat whoops who hunger for acclaim and approbation but lack the appetite for discipline and travail.

I cannot imagine any self-respecting revolutionary caring to associate himself with the assorted rabble who have recently thrust themselves into the news; and as for those who carry the flag of an enemy or who desert our own—hang them! Not for disagreeing but for stepping outside the context of dissent, outside, even, of the context of rebellion; for these are the acts of an external enemy, and although I can understand and sympathize with the urge of even deranged correctionists within our system, I'm ready to shoot the man who in any way urges that the corrective be administered from outside.

This is all of a piece with the poor thinking, or more accurately, lack of thinking that afflicts the mobs of clowns and boofs who make up the overwhelming majority of dissenters and those who have been labeled as such. True, I am thoroughly wearied of having my ears aching with theblings of these nonsensics whose dedication is to publicity and whose philosophies were fabricated in a cotton candy factory. And as for using the baal of boose to attract young adherents to a cause? Bah! Contempulable! Better by far to march alone to the beat of one's own drum.

Vending Machine Installation Approved — Reports Hertlein

On Wednesday, November 8th, Arch-ID representative, Joe Hertlein, reported to the ITSA Board of Control on his activities this semester.

He reported that after 2 months of negotiations between himself and the administration, approval had been granted for the installation of vending machines in the basement of Crown Hall.

Hertlein began his campaign at the beginning of the semester by distributing a petition which was signed by more than 90% of the students from Crown Hall. Opposition was met, however, from the department heads, Mr. Danforth and Mr. Doblin, who claimed that no suitable location could be found and that the presence of such machines might cause an unsightly condition in the building.

In an effort to resolve the difference of opinion between the department heads and the students, Dr. Brophy, academic Vice-President, was asked to mediate the issue.

On October 1st, Hertlein received a letter from Dr. Brophy stating that an agreement had been reached and that with the installation of a partition to screen the machines, they could be installed in the alcove in the men's bathroom.

In a notice to the students Hertlein stated that it is now up to the students to see to it that the machines are placed by keeping the building neat and that cups and wrappers are disposed of in a waste receptacle.

UB Movies

by Paul Anderson

Friday, November 17, 8 pm

Exodus

starring Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, Ralph Richardson, Peter Lawford

Fifteen years ago the story of Jewish suffering during World War I was told in the film "Grapes of Wrath". Now, NBC is offering a similar story, "Exodus". The film is about the struggle of the people of Israel to gain their freedom and independence. The film, which stars Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, and Ralph Richardson, is scheduled to be shown on NBC at 8 pm on November 17th.

Sunday, November 19, 8 pm

The Passion of Joan of Arc

This silent film classic is considered one of the most important films ever made. It is being shown on NBC at 8 pm on November 19th. The film was directed by D.W. Griffith and stars Blanche Sweet and Fredric March.

Wednesday, November 22, 8 pm

Juliet of the Spirits

directed by Federico Fellini

Fellini's latest film, "Juliet of the Spirits", stars Maria Grazia Spina and is being shown on NBC at 8 pm on November 22nd. The film is about a woman who falls in love with a man who is married to another woman.

New Shave Lime... Its a whole new kick in Shaving!

Look for the lime green can
Sniper Fire Wings Vandy Frosh; Open Season on Robbery Victims

At ten thirty pm, on Wednesday, November 8th, Jim Strand was walking over to the Vandercook School of Music for some night practice. As passed the Illinois School of Optometry, he heard a car approach from behind, and someone yelling. As he turned around, Strand saw two youths in an old car; one of them pointing a .22 caliber pistol at him. As the youth fired at him, Strand fell to the ground and "hoped that they wouldn't shoot again."

The car pulled away, and Strand, standing up, realized that he had been hit in the left arm. He called the police, and they rushed him to Mercy Hospital for treatment of the wound, which turned out to be only a minor flesh injury.

Strand, a first semester freshman, had previously been planning to quit Vandercook, left school the next day and returned to New Buffalo, Michigan, his hometown.

On the following Thursday, Tom Ercost was on his way to his fraternity house, Phi Kappa Sigma, when he was confronted by a six-foot-nine-year-old youth who asked him for money. The youth was armed with a two-ton two-pound club, and when Ercost refused to give him the money, he hit Ercost on the back with the weapon. Ercost, who was not seriously injured, ran into the fraternity house and called the Campus Police.

Later that Thursday, at three-thirty in the afternoon, two ID students, Bob Green and Spencer Hall, were standing at 34th and Michigan preparing to take some pictures, when they were approached by about 15 youths, ranging in age from 14 to 17. The youths demanded 15¢ of the students, but they weren't given the money, began pushing Green and Hall. Some of them started throwing rocks at Green, and one of the gang picked up Green's camera tripod and hit him over the head with it. After throwing more stones and ripping Green's watch off his wrist, the gang left.

Apparently someone had observed the situation and called the Campus Police, who arrived and took Green to Mercy Hospital, where he was given two stitches for his head injury.

These incidents have all been reported to the Chicago Police Department.

---

Solid Connection.

It just makes good sense for the graduate engineer or scientist, contemplating the direction of his professional career, to make sure that he has all the information he needs about every company he is considering—that he has total input information—before he makes a decision.

If you're good, if you've learned to use the knowledge you have acquired as a starting point from which to launch new ideas, you probably know already that your talents are in demand. There is always a seller's market for intellect. But there can be more to your future than buy and sell. Satiation is a commodity that cannot be exchanged.

When you are considering what you will start in the complex world of aerospace, while you are gathering input information, we urge you to investigate the opportunity for a satisfying career here at the Pomona division of General Dynamics.

Here are five reasons why it would be a wise move for you now:

1. You will work side-by-side with nationally recognized engineers and scientists who are pioneering advanced concepts in missiles. Your reputation will be balanced by association.
2. Your compensation and fringe benefits will be on a par with the top in the industry.
3. You will pursue your profession in an area where living is pleasant year-round—half of the top vacation areas in the nation. Beaches, mountains, desert, a great city nearby, universities and colleges for advanced study, an atmosphere of growth and achievement.
4. Your ability will be applied to creating universally important products of engineering imagination.

So here at the nation's largest facility for development and manufacture of tactical and guided missiles, your talents will be evaluated, recognized and rewarded.

For more information, contact your placement officer to arrange a personal on-campus interview with our representatives, or write to: L. F. Ciccot, Manager, Engineering Personnel, Pomona division of General Dynamics, P.O. Box 2907-A, Pomona, California 91776

GENERAL DYNAMICS

Pomona Division
Pomona, California

As Equitable Officers Engaged
L. F. Ciccot
Manager

---

Placement

Monday, November 27
1. Eckart and Winton Company
New York, New York
2. Ana Corporation
New York, New York
3. Naval Research Lab
Washington, D.C.
4. Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C.
5. Felt and Tarrant Corporation
Chicago, Illinois
6. V. W. B. and F. P. Co.
Lexington, Michigan
7. General Electric Company
New York, New York
8. Bell Aircraft Corporation
Richfield, Wisconsin

Tuesday, November 28
1. Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana
2. Pure Oil Company
Plains, Illinois
3. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
Olympia, Washington
5. Cities Service Company
Houston, Texas
6. Rocketdyne
Culver City, California
7. U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Idaho Falls, Idaho
8. Atlantic Refining Co.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
9. Federal Aviation Agency
Des Moines, Iowa
10. U.S. Naval Academy
Annapolis, Maryland

Wednesday, November 29
1. Naval Ordnance Station
Port Hueneme, California
2. U.S. Navy C. L. Marine
Port Hueneme, California
3. U.S. Naval Ordnance Depot
Crate, Indiana
4. Midwest-Ohio Power
Systems Div.
Terre Haute, Indiana
5. General Electric Division
Albany, New York
6. Liberty Mutual
Woburn, Massachusetts
7. Metropolitan Ass'n
Chicago, Illinois
8. Ill. State Dept. of Commerce
Springfield, Illinois
9. National Board of Education
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Chicago, Illinois
11. Dayton Michigan Corporation
Dayton, Ohio

Thursday, November 30
1. Misawa X Company
St. Louis, Missouri
New York, New York
3. Nuclear-Chicago Corporation
Columbia, Pennsylvania
4. United States Army
Washington, D.C.
5. Boeing Manufacturing Co
Spokane, Washington
6. United Engine & Machine
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
7. Parker-Hannifin Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio
8. ITT Research Institute
Chicago, Illinois
9. Texas Instruments Incorporated
Dallas, Texas

Friday, December 1
1. United Aircraft
Evanston, Illinois
Decals, 'Keys' Assure Students of Parking Space

(The following article is the second part of a two-part study by Associate Editor Stephen Seavey discussing the parking situations at other Chicago-area colleges and universities.)

Last week's article discussed the administration of, and studies conducted on, parking facilities at other campuses.

All the Chicago-area schools are seeking a means of settling their own parking problems. Some of the solutions found by these other schools are applicable at Tech.

Key Systems

At schools which have a very limited parking area a system which employs a plastic "key" card is used. With this system, a car is admitted through a gate only when authorized by the special "key" card.

This system prevents virtually all "unauthorized" autos from entering the parking lot. Any misuse that results in an "unauthorized" car entering the lot can be detected by campus police, who can periodically check cars for the decals which are issued jointly with the "key." The system is highly effective in maintaining the parking lot at its intended capacity. It also makes an assured parking place a reality.

Northwestern-Chicago and the University of Illinois-Chicago Circle both employ this type of regulatory system.

The greatest disadvantage of this system is its cost to the students. (Approximately $15-$25/year.)

This system is a must where little space is available for parking, and requires very little enforcement.

Parking Lot Decals

A more common system in the use of decals to indicate and to regulate "authorized" parking.

Decals are issued by the school's parking office to students on the basis of available space and as designated parking areas. This is done, usually with consideration to residence, for resident students and class location for commuters.

This system is at advantage to the resident and the commuter, since it does to a degree, guarantee parking places for both. It has advantages over the non-regulated system since campus police can obtain removal of unauthorized cars and require the maintaining of systematic parking practices.

This system is relatively inexpensive (approximately $5-10/year) and in fact can result in added revenue, through decals fees and violation fines, for the maintence of the lot.

Northwestern-Evanston and the University of Chicago use this system to regulate campus parking.

Observations

From observing other college's parking operations, it appears that the use of car identification decals, the maintaining of a "parking office" and parking study groups, all can help improve parking conditions.

These "devices" make parking facilities more functional, through adequate allotment of space and the improvement of the facilities.

Future Raffle Will Result in 'Bunny' Date

In the near future some very fortunate Techhawk will have the opportunity of his dreams when next year's Bunny Dance is held Dec. 8 here at school.

Thanks to a dance, appropriately named the Bunny Dance, which will be held Dec. 8 here at school, all UII students can enter a raffle contest and possibly win an all-expense paid, pre-arranged date with a genuine Hugh Hefner bunny.

Raffle tickets will be put on sale right after Thanksgiving vacation at the HUB newsstand. The drawing will be held and the winner will be announced during the dance. The tickets will cost 25¢, agree with no limit to the amount purchased.

"The Hugger"

247, 248, 249, 260, there are 250 breath-freshening sprays in Whisper new aerosol breath-fresher now at your drugstore

'68 Camaro:
Accelerates smoother, hugs the road tighter, rides quieter than ever before.

A dual exhaust system for that throaty, thoroughbred Camaro. The Carver engine has been boosted in a sealed space for even smoother, stronger performance. The dual exhaust system: On a Camaro big car, the same shape as the smaller Camaro, you get a great road-smoother, ride-smoother, noise-smoother car.

All these Chevrolet quality features, too:

- Unifitter all-welded Body by Fisher.
- Power team choices up to a 396-cubic-inch V8.
- Self-adjusting Safety- Master brakes with dual cylinders.
- An automatic overdrive that reminds you to take your keys with you.
- Proved safety features like the GM-developed energy-absorbing steering column and many new areas that include armrests, door slideout handles.

Be smart! Be sure! Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's.

All Chevrolets are priced for greater value! The lowest priced '68 Chevrolets are models not shown: Corvair 500 Sport Coupe $2,220; Chevelle 2-Door Sedan $2,538 or Convertible $4,310. Chevrolet's suggested retail prices including Federal Excise Tax, supported dealer delivery and handling charges. Transportation charges, as-source, special equipment, state and local taxes additional.
Homecomings of Past Not Near as Exciting as Homecoming 67

by Hillboy

While recently looking back into some of the back issues of Technology News, it was interesting to read about homecomings prior to 1963. For instance, in 1952 Tech's cagers were spurred on to victory with the help of six cheerleaders all female as a point of information.

The homecoming candidates were chosen by I.F.T. who were selected by Honor I from entries submitted.

A dance was held afterward in the old Student Union auditorium featuring the Melody Men, a six-piece band and a female vocalist.

Homecoming 1956 was led by a pep rally which preceded the game. A parade and bonfire sparked enough spirit for the Techhawks to win against a previously undefeated Chicago Teachers College (South) 74-70.

Again the Techhawks were led by cheerleaders but the number had dwindled to four. Also there were four queen candidates with the winner being crowned at the dance afterward.

Homecoming 1956 selected the queen by popular vote instead of by the votes of Honor. The queen was crowned during the Homecoming Dance which featured Pete Gurniss and his band.

At halftime of the basketball game the Tech Spark Squad gave an outstanding performance of precision drill techniques.

In 1961 the Homecoming activities were "kicked-off" by the Homecoming Dance held on the Friday evening. The queen was selected among the co-eds in attendance at the dance.

The following night's events began with a pep rally preceding a then-traditional student-faculty basketball game. Incidentally over 400 students were on hand to offer cheers and enthusiasm at the rally and game. The students' team was composed of the TSTA board of control.

Correction

Last week Technology News identified Elaine Rearden as President of Kappa Phi Delta; she is not. Kappa president is Jan Wessel.

Torch-light parade of 1963 Homecoming.

The homecoming game was against Chicago Teachers College and the queen was crowned at halftime.

Perhaps many of the students on campus can remember the last Homecoming that was held in December of 1961.

All events of the weekend were free of admission. The weekend commenced with a teriyaki parade that began at the Pi Kappa Phi house and threaded its way through the campus. A Homecoming Torch was lit on the HUB lawn and remained burning for the entire weekend.

The queen was announced and a pep rally was held. The Techmen were on hand to lead cheers and the Illinois Tech Fight Song preceded the basketball game. A casual party followed in the Boy of the HUB.

Saturday's activities were supposed to begin with the Inter-fraternity-Dormitory All-Star football game in the afternoon but due to some circumstances the dorm team failed to show.

The Homecoming Dance featured Woody Herman and his 16-piece orchestra. During the dance, two shows were held in the HUB auditorium a Karate demonstration by Al Korin and Doug Dever from the Doug Dever School of Karate and an oriental dance by Shiroko Inde starting from the Chicago Buddhist Church.

The fraternities decorated the auditorium and the Oriental theme selected for Homecoming.

Over 1400 people attended the dance on Saturday that was decorated with Chinese lanterns and dragons.

Letters to EIC

(Continued from page 3)

Since then, other names have been misprinted, and faulty class names and majors given. Most recently, you mistakenly identified Elaine Rearden as president of Kappa Phi Delta; she is not. Jan Wessel is president.

Such mistakes often appear in your articles, also.

I would like to point out that, besides distracting from the veracity of the paper's contents, such mistakes are disrespectful to the persons concerned.

More attention to details, plus liberal use of the Tech Directory, could easily eliminate such errors.

J. MacKee

New Fac., Senate Chairmanships Recently Named

A meeting of the Coordinating Committee of the Faculty Senate was held to discuss the issue of appointments to Chairmanships of the Senate Committees were ratified.

Henry Knepler of the LIP Department was named to head the Academic Affairs Committee. Paul Torda, MAE, will head the Constitution Committee, and Alan Rousch, Biology, the Graduate Activities and Research Committee.

Chairman of the Planning and Development Committee is J. Daily, of the Mechanics Department; heading the Salaries Committee is P. G. Waltcheck, Chemistry.

K. Bonton, MAE, will be in charge of Student Activities and Affair Committee, and E. Zwecker, Physics, will run the Undergraduate Education Committee.

Texas Instruments

INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS NOV. 30

The road goes ever on a song cycle - music by Donald Swann - poems by J.R.J. Tolkien

Now the songs of Frodo, Bilbo, Sam, Treebeard and Gollum, lorded over by songs sung by all, Donald Swann created the cycle, and the cycle was arranged by Tolkien. Tolkien, in turn, arranged the songs of the Ring for Sam, Bilbo, Frodo, Gandalf, and the Gollum. Each song may be sung individually or taken together in a group to form a song cycle. The arrangements are done in the spirit of the archaic Middle English.

poems and songs of Middle Earth

By J.R.R. TOLKIEN
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Graffman Technically Perfect; Not So With UB Stagehands

by Jay Fox

The Gary Graffman concert last Saturday, the second in the Union Bank series, was an enjoyable evening that was unfortunately marred by a few mishaps that can be attributed to the UB personnel and the difficulties that Mr. Graffman's repertoire presents.

The concert opened with sonatas by Scarlatti which were played with outstanding quality. They were light, a good opener, and I feel the best part of the performance.

From these things seemed to take a turn for the worse. Beethoven's Sonata in C major, Op. 31 ("Waldstein") was played with technical brilliance by Mr. Graffman, but seemed to lack a certain degree of feeling and the final result was a somewhat "heavy" rendering.

As an example of his power, Graffman's "Variations on a Theme of Paganini" was extremely impressive. This is the style which Graffman seems most suited for performing. It was the perfect medium for the depth which Graffman possesses, and the style and tone were consistent with the nature of the work.

The final number of the program which filled the second half of the concert was Schumann's "Carnival," Op. 9, which certainly wasn't a carnival. Again, the light passages were overpowered and the length of this traditional show-piece tended to draw it out.

Graffman returned with two encores which were certainly enjoyable and performed with outstanding standing applause. It added a pleasant note to an evening which was almost spoiled by the fobbling of the Union Bank Board, and it certainly astonishing to witness two encores in light of the fact that Graffman had applauded tremendously and out of place after the first movement of the Beethoven concerto. A second encore moved on with a noticeably short interval between the second and third movements.

Following this with the proper applause, Graffman left the stage. Not realizing that the Brahms was yet to come, somehow the lights came on and the audience began to empty into the lobby. With more than half the crowd which was not too large to begin with, Graffman returned to the stage to witness the unusual sight. It seems that no one from Union Bank had bothered to tell him what was going on.

Well, it was immediately announced that the Brahms would begin and the audience returned to its seats. I can't really tell how much this marred the evening.

In conclusion, I felt that Graffman was a superb technician and the most accomplished artist. He demonstrated for the most part excellent audio in his performance. However, the softer passages suffered from the power with which they were played and did not allow the full emotion of those sections to be obtained.

FOOTBALL FOR SHUT-INS

At next Saturday's football game while you are sitting in your chair, on the couch, or even at your desk, you can still have the action of the games in your living room.

Champlin Sigafoss '74, MS '76, has helped to bring football to the living room, providing coverage of the games through radio broadcasts. Sigafoss, a resident of the area, has been involved in various aspects of football for many years.

Sigafoss started his football career as a youth, playing for his neighborhood team. He continued to play through high school and college, eventually becoming a coach.

Sigafoss' interest in football continued after his playing days, and he began to broadcast games for local radio stations. His coverage has been popular with fans, who appreciate his insight and analysis.

Sigafoss' broadcasts cover the games from players' perspective, providing detailed analysis of the action on the field. He also provides insights into the strategies of the teams involved, making the games come alive for the listener.

Sigafoss' broadcasts are available on local radio stations, and he encourages listeners to tune in to enjoy the games and the insights he provides.

So, whether you're a football fan or just looking for a way to spend your Saturday afternoon, make sure to check out Sigafoss' broadcasts. You won't be disappointed!
Peaks at the Greeks

Thanksgiving Vacation to Bring Temporary Peace to Quad

by Glenn Davison

With less than a week before Thanksgiving probably most Greeks are exuberantly looking forward to that traditional big turkey dinner and better yet—no school for four days.

However, vacations don’t last forever but there will be big times in between the Thanksgiving and Christmas vacations.

Of course the weekend after classes resume is the Homecoming celebration and the quad will be colorfully decorated by the individual houses.

The following Saturday night is the Inter-Fraternity Sing and an entertaining evening is promised. Alpha Sigma Phi is having their Christmas formal on December 1.

The Skalas of Phi Kappa Sigma are having an off-campus beer blast this Friday night and their pledges are sponsoring a party Saturday evening at the house.

The Phi Kappa alumni will be at the house on December 2 for a get-together during Homecoming.

Also announced was Larry DeFevrel as inaugurating Melody Lewandowski;

Triangle is going to have a chapter party at the University of Wisconsin on November 18 following an inter-chapter football game.

Another inter-chapter function occurred last weekend when an alumni beer blast at Northwestern Triangle chapter was held.

Theta Xi is having a house party with a band Saturday night. On December 7 the annual Blue-and-White Formal will be held.

Pi Kappa Phi reports that Rick Bulla is engaged to Elizabeth Pecold and that several brothers lost their pins; Allen Januoske to Sue Kopeck, Guy Allard to Chris Wensstrom, and Alan Sporo to Dee Rash.

Alpha Epsilon Pi will hold their pledge party Saturday night in the HUB. Also this weekend is a regional conclave of AEPI brothers from the Midwest.

A Christmas project this year for AEPi is sending Christmas cards to the GIs in Vietnam.

Sigma Phi Epsilon is going to have an off-campus party at the Old Prag in Cleve this Friday night. A Christmas tree decorating party will be held on December 1.

The annual Queen of Hearts Formal will be Saturday, December 9.

Delta Tau Delta is having an Alumni Beer blast this Friday evening.

As one can wisely deduce, by no means will the following week be a let-down to any of the Greeks. With renewed interest in Homecoming ’67, the next month promises to offer the best times yet.

...they’re right.

And wrong.

Lift

is a superficial journey

into oblivion

which is actually

a happy entity

contradicting the original

flower of the mind.

P. B. M.

It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for we believe that people are the most important reason for our company’s success. We act on that belief.

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s success . . . if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:

Mechanical, Aeronautical, Electrical

Chemical, Civil, Marine, Industrial

Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, Metallurgy

Ceramics, Mathematics, Statistics

Computer Science, Engineering Science


And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult your college placement office—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
Announcing
3 new ways to shorten your Long Distance phone bill!

The One-Dollar Weekend Special
The low Sunday Long Distance rates for calls to other states have been extended to include Saturday. Now, all day Saturday and all day Sunday, you can make a three-minute station call anywhere in the country except Alaska and Hawaii and never pay more than $1.00 plus tax!

Monday-thru-Friday Evening Specials
The low $1 evening rate also applies on weekday evenings beginning at 7 PM — an hour earlier than before. From 5 PM to 7 PM these same calls never cost more than $1.25 plus tax. Why not top off your dinner with a cup of coffee and a Long Distance call?

The Midnight-to-Morning Seventy-Five-Cent Special
Great news for Night People! Now on any night between midnight and 7 AM, if you dial direct you can call other Night People anywhere in the country (except Alaska and Hawaii) — three minutes, station-to-station — and never pay more than 75¢ plus tax! *After Midnight rates give you reductions only on eligible calls over 354 inches. They apply to calls dialed direct and calls where Direct Dialing Service is not available; or a physical handicap prevents dialing.

There are more Long Distance bargains that you should know about, such as the reduced daytime and early evening rates and special person-to-person bargain calling times. For a handy wallet size rate chart, write P.O. Box 4740, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

Illinois Bell Telephone
Part of the Nationwide Bell System
Black Hawk Ace Says "Don't Forget Us Yet"

by Steve Mathewson

Practice was over, and most of the players had skated off the Chicago stadium ice. It had been a string practice, but down at one end, the husky blond wasn't leaving. He stayed alone, firing slap shots into the net, just like a 14-year-old kid who enjoys every minute on the ice. He is Bobby Hull, the best scorer in the National Hockey League.

He stops to pose for a picture, then skates over to the boards. The two questions that are asked every year are "Can the Blackhawks win the league" and "Will Bobby Hull break the scoring record?" Although the Blackhawks are off to a bad start, the Golden Jet was optimistic. "With (Doug) Mohms and (Chick) Maki out with injuries, both my line and (Stan) Mikita's been broken up. Then, the third line was broken up when (Eric) Nesterenko was moved onto my line. Now with Mohms back, we are already playing better. Also, (Dennis) Delacy is playing good goal for us, so we should start winning. Don't count us out of the league yet."

He refused to commit himself on his chances for a record, but with 14 goals in 15 games, he has an excellent shot at it. Bob then had to go, so he called over Dan Murphy, publicity man for the Hawks, to answer some questions about the team.

Murphy discounted the importance of losing their first six games. "If the six games had been in the middle of the season, no one would have made anything of it. For instance, last year, the Toronto Maple Leafs lost 11 straight games and still won the Stanley Cup."

Commenting on the expansion of the NHL, Murphy said, "Our expansion plan was the best yet devised by any of the sports. There are six equal teams, playing themselves, with one team in each place."

"Also, every team has a good goalie. In our case, we had to give up either Delacy or (Glen) Hall. Incidentally, last week the expansion team had record of 1 wins and 2 ties in four games against the old teams."

DeGraff, Truitt Lead Bowlers In Early Losses

The Tech Bowling Team opened its season October 29th by losing to Loras 7-4 and this past weekend to St. Joseph's 6-5.

 Hank DeGraff was high man for Tech against Loras with a 677 total for five games, closely followed by Mike Truitt with a 678.

 Captain DeGraff noted that the team feels close losses prove they can win and once in top shape, Tech should be a team to contend with the Midwestern Bowling Conference.

IFB's next match is with Dr. Paul on Sunday, December 3.

AFROTC Downs Navy 12-7 To Capture Blue Jug Again

For the second year in a row, the aerial attack of Tech's Air Force ROTC unit proved too powerful for the Navy ROTC middles as the Cadets won the "Blue Jug" classic 12-7 on November 9.

Scoring began on the first play from scrimmage as the Air

INTERESTED IN AVIATION?

The Federal Aviation Administration Will Be Interviewing On Your Campus On:

November 28, 1967

Career civil service opportunities for Engineers and Air Traffic Control Specialists.

We will train persons with a degree in any major for Air Traffic Control.

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW WITH YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ENGINEERS

ARCHITECTS

If you can meet the challenges of

a $90 million hospital construction and modernization program

General engineering and operation of 170 hospitals around the country

ARRANGE A CAMPUS INTERVIEW NOW WITH THE

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

The Veterans Administration is responsible for the care of all veterans in the United States and the members of Congress and their staffs.

If you can meet the challenges of a $90 million hospital construction and modernization program

General engineering and operation of 170 hospitals around the country

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS, NOVEMBER 22

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Room 109 • 810 Vermont Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20422

An Equal Opportunity Employer